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Communicated by the Editors 
Many authors have discussed maximum likelihood estimation in the simple 
linear functional relationship model. In this paper, we derive maximum likelihood 
estimators (MLEs) for parameters in a much more general model. Several 
special cases including the multivariate linear functional relationship model 
are discussed. Estimators of some of the parameters are shown to be inconsistent. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The simple linear functional relationship model has been examined extensively 
by many authors, e.g., Kendall and Stuart [3], Madansky [4], Moran [S], Sprent 
[7, 81, VilIegas [9, lo], etc. In this model we observe a set of p x 1 vectors 
{Xl , x2 9***, X,} each member of which attempts to measure the corresponding 
member of a set of unknown p x 1 parameter vectors {fi, 6s ,..., 5,) with 
errors {Er , E, ,..., En}. Written algebraically, we get 
Xi = 5i + 4 > i = 1, 2 ,*.., n. U-1) 
An unknown linear relationsip is postulated among the components of each 
underlying vector: 
Mi + a = 0, U.2) 
where j? is an unknown 1 x p vector of regression coefficients and a is an unknown 
constant. 
I f  the errors are identically and independently distributed with a normal 
distribution with mean 0 and unknown covariance matrix, 2, it is easy to show 
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that maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) do not exist. Even if ,Z is diagonal 
with unknown elements, MLEs do not exist. However, if we have replications, 
i.e., a group of observations, at some of the underlying vectors, we can easily get 
MLEs. Replications are a very convenient form of “grouping” (see Neyman and 
Scott [6]). When we have replications, Eq. (1.1) becomes 
Xii = Ei + Eij; i = I, 2 ,...) ni ) j = 1, 2 )..., K. (1.3) 
If we were interested in estimating more than one linear relationship among the 
underlying vectors, /3 in (1.2) would be an r x p matrix instead of a 1 x p 
vector. The model specified by Eqs. (1.3) and (1.2) with /3 an unknown r x p 
matrix is called the multivariate linear functional relationship model. 
Anderson [I] found the MLEs of the parameters for the multivariate linear 
function relationship (MLFR) model. In a later paper, Villegas [9] rederived the 
MLEs for several special cases of the MLFR model. Anderson [l] also found the 
MLEs for parameters in a much more general model than the MLFR model 
using Lagrange multipliers and differentiation. In the following section we 
derive the MLEs for a model which is very similar to Anderson’s general model. 
Our method of derivation can be considered an alternate to Anderson’s since 
our method is entirely different. In Section 3, we discuss several special cases 
of our general model including the MLFR model for which the MLEs follow 
easily. In Section 4, consistency of the estimators is discussed. Under some 
restrictions, it is shown that ,Cl and ol are consistent. If assumptions similar to 
allowing the number of Ei , i.e., the number of groups, to increase with sample 
size, the estimator of Z converges almost surely to a matrix which is a function 
of both g and Z. 
2. GENERAL MODEL 
Consider the model 
X=EF+E, (2.1) 
where X is a p x n matrix of observations, F is a k x n known (K < n) 
matrix of independent variables, 8 is an unknown p x k parameter matrix of 
regression coefficients (k > p) and E is a p x n matrix of errors whose columns 
are independent of each other and have a normal distribution with mean vector 
0 and unknown covariance matrix .Z. We now find the maximum likelihood 
estimators of Z, 8 and two other matrices p and a! which satisfy 
where A is a known s x k matrix, /3 is an unknown Y x p (I < p) matrix and ti 
is an unknown r x s (s ,< Y) matrix. We are concerned with cases in which 
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either A has full row rank or is the zero matrix. It should be noted that if A does 
not have full row rank and is not the zero matrix, we can reparameterize so that 
our resulting matrix does have full row rank. We derive the MLEs of the 
parameters when A has full row rank. Since the proof is similar (actually easier) 
when A is the zero matrix, we merely state the results in this latter case. Also, 
Anderson’s [l] results apply directly when A = 0. 
THEOREM 1. The MLEs of fl, Q, 3, and Z in the model given by (2.1) and (2.2) 
assuming A andF are full roes rank are 
6’ = (Yl ? Y2 >*.*9 Yrh 
a = ~~XF’A~(AFF’A~)-~, 
$ = XF’(FF’)-1 - Wfl(flW$‘-@X(F’(FF’-l - F’A’(AFF’A’)-IA)), 
2 = n-‘(X - L?F)(X - l?F)‘, 
where 
W = X(l, - F’(FF’)-lF) x’, 
T = X(& - F’A’(AFF’A’)-lAF) X’, 
and yi is the e&~vector corresponding to the ith smallest eigenvalue of W-IT. 
Proof. Maximizing the likelihood with respect to many parameters can be 
done in several ways. One way is to (1) fix one of the parameters (i.e., treat one 
of the parameters as known or given); (2) maximize the likelihood with respect 
to the other parameters (note: the derived MLEs of the other parameters will be 
functions of the fixed parameter); (3) substitute the derived MLEs of the other 
parameters back into the likelihood and finally (4) maximize the likelihood with 
respect to the fixed parameter. We follow this method with /3 treated as the 
fixed parameter. 
Xwill now be transformed into a form in which the estimators of the parameters 
are easy to see. Let 
z = (2) = (&)’ 
where V, is a p - I x p matrix which satisfies VrV; = I,-, and I’# = 0. 
The conditions on V, are useful when transforming back from Z to X. Each 
column of Z is distributed independently with a p-dimensional normal distribu- 
tion having covariance matrix 
The mean of Z is 
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It is easy to show that there exists an n x II orthogonal matrix (V, , I’, , V,) 
which satisfies the relationships 
V3V; = F’A’(AFF’A’)-1 AF, 
V3V; = F’(FF’)-1 F - F’A’(AFF’A’)-1 AF, 
V,V; = I - F’(FF’)-IF. 
Since FV4Vi = 0 and V, has full column rank, FV4 = 0; similarly AFV3 = 0. 
Let 
= Z( V,V,V*). 
Each column of Y is distributed independently with a p-dimensional normal 
distribution having covariance matrix #. The mean of Y is 
Vll) Wl2) 
E(Y) = L(Y,,) E(Y,,) 
VI,) 
1 ( 
a+ 0 0 
= E(Y,,) 3+ 9* 0 1 
4 
TXS rxk--s rxn-kk’ 
) p-rxs p-rxk--s p-rxn-k’ 
where a+ = aAFV2, Et = VlEFV2, and Ef = VlEFV3. An equivalent 
parameterization to 01, 5, and 2 is CY+, 8+, E*$, #ii , #21(~11)-1, and 4aa.i = 
$22 - #,,I&&,, . From the transformed data, we can easily find the MLEs for 
the equivalent parameterization 
Q* = y22 - 1Fzlt511,-1 Yl2 9 
Al = WW12K2 + Y13Yi3), 
IF21@11>-' = y23y;3(yl3y;3Y~ 
$22.1 = (1/n)[Y23(1n-k - y;3(y13y;3)-1 y12) y;31* 
The MLEs for the original parameterization can now be obtained by tram- 
forming backwards. The results are 
B = jlXFA’(AFF’A’)-l, 
$ = XF’(FF’)-1 - W~(/%V,,)“(/?X(F’(FF’)” - F’A’(AFF’A’)-IA)), 
2 = n-l(X - gF)(X - BF)‘, 
where 
w = X(In - F’(FF’)-‘F) x’. 
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Note that the above estimators are functions of /3. We now substitute these 
estimators into the likelihood and maximize the resulting equation with respect 
to p: 
max logf(x) = -ipn log 277 - @z log 1 t, j - $pn. 
a.B.E 
Maximizing the above equation is equivalent to minimizing 
where 
T = X(I% - F’A’(AFF’A’)-lAF) X’. 
Let U = n-~/~jlW/2. Then [ 2 ] becomes 
12’1 = (y I WI 
1 UJ47-WTW-WU’ 1 
1 uu 1 * (2.3) 
For purposes of minimizing (2.3), we may assume that UU’ = I,, for if UU 
does not equal the identity matrix, there exists an invertible matrix H such that 
U* = HU also minimizes (2.3) and U*U*’ = IT . If Uu’ = I,. , Theorem 10 
of Bellman [2] tells us that the minimum value of I 2 1 is 
where Xi is the ith smallest eigenvalue of W-lf2TW-l12. Let r’ be a matrix whose 
columns are the eigenvectors associated with the r smallest eigenvalues of 
W-1/2TW--1/2. If we choose U to be I’, then the right-hand side of (2.3) achieves 
the minimum value of I 2 I as given in (2.4). Thus if we let 
fj = ~‘PJ347-w 
then the likelihood function is maximized. It is easy to show that the columns 
of /? are themselves right-sided eigenvectors of W-‘T corresponding to the 
T smallest eigenvalues. Q.E.D. 
Remark I. If we multiply fl on the left by any invertible matrix, the resulting 
matrix also maximizes the likelihood. 
Remark II. All matrices which maximize the likelihood are of the form HB 
for some invertible H. 
Remark III. When A is the zero matrix, the estimators are the same as 
given in the preceding theorem with every term with an A in it dropped from 
the equations. 
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Remark IV. IfF does not have full row rank, we can reparameterize so that 
the preceding theorem can be applied. 
THEOREM 2. If the model is 
X* = EFl + 9*F, + E, 
where X* is a p x n matrix of observation, Fl and F2 are, respectively, k x n 
and k* x n known matrices of independent variables, B and E* are unknown p x k 
and p x k* parameter matrices, and E is a p x n matrix of errors whose columns 
are independent and have a normal distribution with mean vector 0 and unknown 
covariance matrix 22, then the MLEs of 2, 3” and two other matrices /3 and 01 which 
sattijy 
p=Cd, 
where A is a known s x k matrix, /3 is an unknown r x p mutrix, and ol is an 
unknown r x s matrix are asgiven in Theorem 1 with 
X = X*(I, - F;(F,F;)-l F,), 
F = Fl(In - F;(F$‘;)-l F,). 
Proof. The MLE of 8* is 
$* = (X” -l?Fl)F,(F&)-l, 
where 8 is the MLE of 9. 
If we substitute % back into the likelihood, we have exactly the same maximiza- 
tion problem as in Theorem 1 with 
X = X*(I, - F2(F@‘&-1FJ, 
F = Fl(In - F,(F&)-1FJ. 
Q.E.D. 
Anderson [I] proved the preceding theorem explicitly for the case A = 0; 
this is Anderson’s general model. 
3. SPECIAL CASES 
We can apply Theorem 1 directly to find the MLEs of the parameters for 
the multivariate linear functional relationship model discussed in the introduc- 
tion, after making the following substitutions: 
. . . 100 . . . 0 . . . c)c) . . . 0 
. . . 011 . . . 1 . . . o() . . . 0 
“* ’ ** ’ 
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A = (1, 1, l)..., l), 
8 = (61 > 62 ,‘*a, Ek), 
x = (Xl1 9 Xl, Y--*9 Gal , x2, ,**a, Xk,). 
AS usual, Xi. = C,Zr XJn, , X.. = Cij Xi&, and n = Ci ni . The MLEs of 
the parameters are 
rg’ = (r1 > 72 ,***9 YT) ,  
B =/a.. ) 
& = xi. - wp(/9w~‘)-l/J(jui. - X..), 
where 
k ni 
T  = C 1 (Xii - X..)(Xij - -IT..)‘, 
i=l 5=1 
and yi is the eigenvector associated with the ith smallest eigenvalue of W-IT. 
This result was given by Anderson [I] in a different notation. 
Theorem 2 can be applied if the design is an incomplete block design 
Xi* = fi + rj + eij 9 
where T) is an unknown p-dimensional parameter vector. 
4. CONSISTENCY OF THE ESTIMATORS 
As the number of observations gets large, it is important to know to what the 
estimators converge. In most statistical problems the number of parameters 
stays fixed as the sample size increases. However, we will be checking the 
convergence of the estimators from Theorem 1 when the number R of columns 
of 8 is allowed to increase with the sample size. This is equivalent, in the 
multivariate functional relationship, to assuming the number of underlying 
mean vectors (fi) increases with the sample size. These parameters (&) are what 
Neyman and Scott [6’J have called “incidental parameters.” When there are 
incidental parameters present, some estimators may turn out to be inconsistent. 
In the following discussion, p (the dimension of the dependent variable), 
Y (the row rank of /I) and s (the column rank of a) are assumed to be fixed. It is 
evident that 
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is a measure of how fast the number of parameters increases with the sample 
size 11. We assume that t is always less than one but greater than or equal to 0. 
When the number of parameters stays fixed, t equals 0. We now discuss the 
consistency of the estimators from Theorem 1 but omit a discussion of the 
consistency of the estimators from Theorem 2, since analogous results are 
obvious. 
First, consider the MLEs of /I and ~1. Consistency of the MLEs of p and 01 is a 
meaningful property only if we place a restriction on p and its estimator which 
make these matrices unique. Recall that all MLEs of /I, a: must be of the form 
H,, H& for some invertible matrix H. Similarly p, 01 satisfy 
/3” = c&4 (4.1) 
if and only if H/3, Her satisfy H/3E = Hd for some invertible matrix H. Below 
we sketch a proof showing that the MLE of j? which satisfies the restriction that 
its last r columns equal the identity matrix converges almost surely to a matrix 
which satisfies (4.1) and also satisfies the same restriction, i.e., 
where 6 = 0% , ,&a) ad B = (A , A)- It is clear that we could show consistency 
of the estimators under any other similar restriction. 
THEOREM 3. Assume that 1 > t = limnem K/n and that 
R = iz n”(EF& = F’A’(AFF’A’)-l AF)F’S’) 
exists and is of rank p - r; then 4 converges almost surely to 8. 
Proof. It can be shown that 
W-lT *A l (l/(1 - t))(Ip + FR). 
The Y smallest eigenvalues of W-lT converge to l/(1 - t), the value of the Y  
smallest eigenvalue of (l/( 1 - t))(I, + ZFR). A unique continuous function 
of the eigenvectors of W-IT corresponding to the I smallest eigenvalues must 
converge to the corresponding function of the eigenvectors of Ip + Z-IR. 
Q.E.D. 
For B we have the following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. If n(AFF’A’)-l converges to a matrix with all ekmentsfinite then 
6 = (8, I,) XF’A’(AFF’A’)-l 
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comxrges almost surely to LY, which satisfies 
(0, I,)8 = dl. 
It remains to show that 2 is not a consistent estimator of I= when t # 0. 
THEOREM 5. 2 converges almost surely to (1 - t)Z + tL’/3’(/3@‘)-1/lZ!. 
Proof. Since 2 can be written 
by applying the following results, the theorem is easily proved: 
&J,$7 %S. 
l (1 - t)& B %% l 8, 
n-lT 8.8. tI:+R. 
Q.E.D. 
Note that the matrix to which Z converges is unchanged if /3 is replaced by Hj?, 
where His an invertible matrix. 
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